Introduction.
In his paper [4] Lorentz defined the concept of almost convergence for bounded sequences of (real or complex) scalars in terms of Banach limits, and characterized the almost convergent sequences as those whose translates are uniformly (C,1)-summable, i. e., uniformly in n. More recently Deeds [2] extended the notion to bounded sequences of vectors in a separable Hilbert space and used the expansion in terms of a complete orthonormal set to obtain component-wise criteria for almost convergence. It is the purpose of this paper to extend the results of Lorentz and Deeds to bounded sequences of vectors in an arbitrary (real or complex) Banach space, avoiding the assumptions of separability, reflexivity, and the existence of a Schauder basis. We will show that almost convergence is characteristically a generalization of weak convergence, but that for a special class of sequences it generalizes norm convergence. x**(x*) for every x**•¸X*. [2] showed that such a sequence is in U and that the almost periodic sequences form a linear subspace of m(X). 
